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Immersive creatures skyrim

Posted August 16, 2017 - 7:44 PM .... a whole lot to unpack here. To begin with, if you're deviating from any tutorial, but don't know how to understand and resolve conflicts between mods on your own – or don't wiling/maybe take the time to learn then it's pretty much a roll of dice on any mod you might
want to install as to whether it will conflict with speaking instructions or other mods that you've installed, and other users who are doing their own thing may have some mods you mention but not others, making good answers Between Mod Organization and TESV/xEdit programs however you can learn to
test conflicts and even solve them on your own. It really isn't that hard, I'm a computer illiterate idiot who learned without much difficulty once I finally bit the bullet and tried. Most of the information you need is contained in step tutorials and linked documents, if you read carefully and understand some
basic concepts. Enai's mods tend to be quite compatible, but depending on that, there will likely need some patches. Legacy of the Dragonborn is a giant mod that almost certainly needs patching against STEP mods and could be Enai's, and is kind of thematic contrast with Morrowloot, perhaps
contradicting a lot with Morrowloot Ultimate. By the sound of it, you may be interested in SRLE Extension: LOTD but it is a separate tutorial from STEP and you will have to basically re-do everything. In addition, there are Dreadflopps Packs for STEP, which are addon packages of mods that he has
patched to work with STEP: Core or Extended, although they are at this point a little out-of-date (I believe) as he is now working on/maintaining his SE package. For reasons why there are no role-playing creatures in STEP ... I imagine they see it as outside the limits of what they do, although it can be
configured to behave (mostly) like a vanilla creature extension if desired. ESL - Mods with ESPs can be safely flagged as an ESL to help further reduce the overall number of plugins. Advice on installing The Best Tips Mod when installing Lexy's: Legacy of The Dragonborn Special Edition is to simply build
the guide and not run loot until you reach the Finish Line, which will save confusion about the sorted errors that will be fixed at the end. When installing mods it is recommended to do the following:Main Files - Install as a mod. If a mod page has more, a main file installs each Main File as a separate mod.



Main file + Update + Hotfixes Installed as a mod. WARNING: DO NOT SKIP THIS SECTION, WE NEED TO SET UP THE GAME AND SOME TOOLS BEFORE WE CAN START THIS ADVENTURE. Before we start modding Skyrim SE we need to take a few steps to the game and set up a Tools to work
with in this adventure. You can find all the information on how to do this on this page .. Don't miss this step. A Note On Extracting BSA FilesThis guide currently recommends only extracting BSA files if they are with a fake plugin, or as part of a collaboration. To extract a BSA, we will use the BSA Extractor
plugin available by Mod Organizer 2:. Click the spanner icon and screwdriver in the top left corner of the Mod Organizer. Click on the 'Plugins' tab. Locate the BSA Extractor.In the right-click panel is activated and set to True. Install the mod as usual. During installation, you will be prompted to extract BSA,
click Yes. After installation complete reset BSA Extractor back false.A Note On Converting Old PluginsThroughout tutorial, there are a few plugins using the old form 43. These plugins must be converted in creation kit (CK) to work in this tutorial. Mods that require conversions will display this tag.
ConvertNote: Some of the plugins are SSE mods (the author didn't run them through the new CK). When converting mods through the Er00, some will have masters as esps but CK requires them to be esms or flagged as esms. This can be achieved through a process called 'esmifiying' and is done using
Wrye Bash.Therefore:Scenario A - The plugin does not have any masters who need 'esmifying'Scenario B - Plugins have masters who need 'esmifying'Step 1 - Scenario A: (Use this method if you have installed SSE Creation Kit Fixes). Make sure the Override folder is empty. Run CK from the
implementation drop-down menu. Select the File menu and choose Data.Find plugin. converted and select Set as Active File. (A quick way to do this is to type the first letter of esp's name until it appears in the window.). Note the parents Masters are listed and make sure they are checked (double-click the
plugin list to check it out). Click OK and allow the CK to load. After you're done, save the plug (icon on the toolbar or Save File). Close the CK and allow it to sit for a while. More often than not, CK will hang when closed. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - (Part 1) Engine Fix 4.5 for SSE 1.5.73 - skse64
plugin. MAIN FILES - (Part 2) Engine Repair - skse64 Preloader and TBB LibSpecial Settings: Extract the contents of (Part 2) Engine Repair - skse64 Preloader and TBB Lib to the Main Skyrim Special Edition directory. Special settings: After installing Open sksepluginsEngineFixes.ini and changing as
follows: PatchesRegularQuicksaves = trueMod Notes: skse64 plugin to fix various problems with skyrim special edition tool. on the system page - updated. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - The Eloquent Reader - True Scholar SE Edition. OPTIONAL FILE - The Eloquent Reader - True Scholar SE
Edition - Less XP (Main File needed)Special Installation: Be sure to merge the main files of optional files together in Mod Organization so that the script ends in Merge.Mod Spirit Notes: The Dragonborn becomes a true scholar and achieves the ability to increase speechcraft by reading. Mod Merged: This
mod is included in Miscellaneous Merged.Full Merged.Full up there. Experience. The file to download:. MAIN FILES – Don't Talk With Your Mouth FullMod Notes: Have you ever wondered how everyone in Skyrim can talk perfectly through mouthfuls of bread and mead? Well, you won't have to anymore
with this incredibly simple fix. I simply put conditions on sitting/standing eating animations so as not to play while in dialogue with players. They will still keep whatever they are eating but will not have a bite until you leave. Mod Merged: This mod is included in Miscellaneous Merged. The full details are
above. Bard Instrumentals Mostly - Singing Rarely. The file to download:. MAIN FILES - Point The WayLoot Metadata Update Required: Point The Way.esp - Load After UniqueBorderGates-All.espMod Notes: This mod puts road signs at some major intersections that are either missing signs, or there are
not enough signs to indicates the full extent of possible travel on a road. In some cases, smaller towns and villages are not even mentioned - although Bethesda has created signs for them! Others were just the wrong way or had the wrong city represented were fixed as well. Raven Rock - Fix Exit on
Horseback.Files to download:. MAIN FILES - SkyUI52SEMod Notes: This mod replaces the dashboard-based user interface with a more comprehensive and functional console that is more suited to the PC environment. Manual SSESedit cleaning required:. Issue: SkyUISE.esp will sprew out errors in
SEESedit. Solution: Add Skyrim.esm to the plugin file title. Load Only SkyUISE.esp and Skyrim.esm in xEdit.Right click on SkyUISE.esp and select Add Masters.A Popup bok should appear check Skyrim.esm and click OKSave and Exit.SkyUI SE - Flashing Savegames Fix. The file to download:. MAIN
FILE - 9.0.1 Quality World Map - Vivid with Flat RoadsMod Notes: This mod increases the quality of world map textures and adds roads that need to be recorded on any good map. Instructions for using create the required Editing Kit:. The problem: esp is in form 43. Solution: Download and save plugins in
Creation Kit to convert to form 44.Loot Metadata Update Required: IcePenguinWorldMap.esp - Add to Merge Patches Group IcePenguinWorldMap.esp - Load After Weather Systems Merged.esp Better Falskaar and Wyrmstooth Map With Roads. The file to download:. MAIN FILES - The Gray Cowl of
NocturnalMod Notes: For a long time no one claimed Cowl grey at night. The last was the Champion of Cyrodiil in the closing days of the Third Era. But what happened after the forgotten crisis? Where is Gray Cowl now? You are a thief and in the process of stealing and pickpocketing items all over the
world, a vision appears before you. Gray Cowl's calling. The big journey has begun. Where are you going? Many places are waiting for you. legendary places, mysterious places, ancient places need to be cleaned from the sand of time. Gray Cowl wants you. The Gray Cowl by Nocturnal SSE - HD
Pack.Files to MAIN FILE - The Forgotten CityManual xEdit Cleaning request:. Issue: ForgottenCity.esp contains 7 ITMS (Identical to Master Records). Solution: Load ForgottenCity.esp uses SSEEDIT - Quick Auto Clean of SSEEdit and let it clean the mod as you would ESMs.Mod Notes Basic: The
Forgotten City offers a unique gameplay experience: a murder mystery investigation set in an ancient underground city. It has a dark, non-linear story in which you will explore the city in multiple timelines, interrogate suspects, navigate challenging moral dilemmas, and fight new enemies. VIGILANT SE.
File to download:. MAIN FILE - Special installation instructions for the cutting room: Do not install the following file(s) and/or folders. Cutting Room Floor.modgroupsMod Notes: From the depths of the ether, or just the cutting room floor, comes out some NPCs, some missions, and other spirited content that
is created but never done in the game. If ever it felt as if Skyrim was missing something, it was! This mod will reduce a bit of that. This mod contains mostly generic NPCs with no purpose, tasks that have been completed but cut down for a number of reasons, random bits of stuff found, and even a town.
Dawnguard and Clan Volkihar Epilogues. The file to download:. FILE OPTIONS - Helgen Reborn SSE Version 106 With loose filesI lead installation: Do not install the following files (s) and/or folders (s):. texturesactorscharacterfacegendatafacetinthelgen reborn.esp.tgaMod Notes: The mod definitive
mission to rebuild Helgen! Learn the legend of The Keepers of Hattu as you reunite two former soldiers and are thrust into a decades-old feud with a ruthless and powerful Justiciar from Dominion.Recruit Aldmeri and train to defend your own town or request protection from the Empire or Stormcloaks.
From exploring an underground slave ring, to fighting for your life in exciting battles in a secret new arena, many other adventures await as the workers rebuild the town step by step! You'll be rewarded with a private tower in Helgen that includes the most interactive and dynamic exhibition museum in
Skyrim! Role-playing College of Winterhold. The file to download:. MAIN FILES - NotSoFast-MainQuestV14Mod Notes: This mod introduces pauses in the otherwise hectic pace of the main mission and changes a few other plot points along the way. Actual time delays and whether unending season
negotiations are ignored can be configured using a special container just outside the Main Whiterun port (see NotSoFast-MainQuest.ConfigUrnLocation.jpg) or by using the console. See NotSoFast-MainQuest.ReadMe.txt notes on specific mod conflicts and how to configure options. Not so fast - Mage
Guild. file to download:. MAIN FILES - NotSoFast-MageGuildV13Mod Notes: Introducing two pauses in the fairly short wizard guild mission line at Winterhold College and allowing begins the duties of three 40-year-olds. Actual time delays can be set using the console or a special container embedded in
the wall near the Hall of Elements (see NotSoFast-MageGuild.ConfigUrnLocation.jpg). See NotSoFast-MageGuild-ReadMe.txt annots about specific mod conflicts and how to configure options. Provincial courier service. The file to download:. MAIN FILES - Provincial Courier ServiceMod Notes: Skyrim's
courier is a diligent young man who can be seen throughout the province, but doesn't seem to have anywhere to live and/or work. He seems to be able to find Dovahkiin at will, but what if the player wants to find HIM? Even if it will be a pointless encounter, one should still expect a breathing NPC that joins
the world to have some place to work in and call home. No longer will the poor courier simply be pulled from his mysterious cell and dropped in front of the player to make his delivery. So was born the Provincial Courier Service.Stackable Stones of Barenziah with the option Quest Markers. The file to
download:. MAIN FILE - Legacy of Dragonborn SSE. UPDATE FILES - Legacy of the Dragonborn UpdateMod Notes: The Legacy of the Dragonborn is steeped in prophecy, legend, legend, and history itself. Discover forgotten legends and discover the lost relics of dragonborn's 7 by the bye era of
Tamriel.From those merely mentioned in the title to those in power of the voice, many legendary and influential hold the title of Dragonborn and all linked to Akatosh's lost covenant. Legacy of the Dragonborn is a MASSIVE addition that will change the way you play Skyrim forever. Meet the man in charge
of Auryen Morellus at the museum in Solitude and he will help guide you in your search to collect more of Tamriel's historical monuments as well as provide a fully equipped play house and more missions. When you show monuments, you will unlock more history and legends as you encounter new
challenges, meet new NPCs and embark on establishing your own guild, 'Explorers'. Aim to explore and explore lost places, art, and history, build guild houses from the ground up as guild masters, then recruit new members, each with their own unique backstories and special guild functions. Explore the
ruins and unearth relic fragments to reassemble them into art art pieces for display in the museum. Set up a guild store with quartermaster and more. OMEGA LOTD Consistent Patch. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - Relic Hunter.OPTIONAL FILES - Relic Hunter Grass PatchMod Notes: This addon
package for Legacy of the Dragonborn and Start - Live Another Life allows you to start a new game as the master of the explorer's society. You start at the small excavation site of some Akaviri ruins with some exploring relic tools already available at your own will to help you go as a real relic The
Explorer's Society and Recruiting Members will be established in this new beginning, giving you access to all the benefits and features it offers. Merge mods: Optional files from this mod are included in landscape fixes for merged grass patches. According to the Physical Culture of the Soviet Union and
the Sports Encyclopedic Dictionary, spinal mobility is dependent on the thickness of the disk. Now consider what that makes our disks on a daily basis. Our plates act as sponges between our vertebrae. It basically refers to any kind of stretching or traction that you put on the spine. Consider all the
pressure and compression we put on our spine every day (sitting, standing, walking, running, lifting, etc.). August 2010 June 2016 9729 jefferson pkwy apt f3 englewood, co 80112.The full range of landscape details. OMEGA (SJG) OMEGA - Overhauling modular gameplay for SSE. The file to download:.
MAIN FILE - SkyrimParticlePatchforENB-SSEPatch.zip Special installation instructions: Do not install the following file(s) and/or folders. Particle patch for ENB SSE.esp. meshesmagiclightspellactorfx.nifMod Notes: Skyrim has quite a few object grids that have their shaders or mix property settings
incorrectly. As a result, when using ENB many of these objects look error or react to an incorrect category in enbseries.ini.Enhanced lighting for ENB (ELE) - Special Edition.Files to download:. MAIN FILE - ELE - SE v1.2.2Mod Notes: This mod intends to adjust all kinds of lighting inside the Skyrim game
so it will look better with ENB and make it much easier to customize an ENB preset without damaging some parts of the game that look. That is the case with Skyrim Vanilla lamps in some parts depending on the ENB installation used. Mod Merged: This mod is included in Enhanced Lighting For ENB
Merged. You will find full details about. LOOT Metadata Update Request: ELESSE.esp - Add to NPC Retextures Group ELESSE.esp - Download after NPC Retexture Merge SSE.esp ELE-ELFX Consistent Patch and Tweaks. The file to download:. ELFX Special EditionMod Notes: This mod aims to make
all the light come straight from one light source and have all the light sources make light. For the purposes of this tutorial, only one child set of this mod is used to be compatible with ELFX and therefore the download location instead. Please confirm the original mod as it really is good work! Special
Thanks neovalen for port permission and re-distribution. Improved Hearthfire Lighting SE. File to download:. MAIN FILE - Keep the Border Banner Special Installation Guide: Don't install the following file and/or folder(s). HoldBorderBanners.BSA The textures from this mod are not necessary so you do not
need to extract this BSA before deleting Mod Notes: This mod adds banners along the curb at the boundary of the two holds. The banner will show which hold is Enter. If there is uncertainty that holds the delegate banner, just target it and the name of the hold will appear. Mod Merged: This mod is
included in Landscape Environment and Merged Clutter. You can read the full details about. PELTAPALOOZA - Special Edition.InstallSpecial Installation: After installation, remove the following files (s) and/or folders (s):. furniture/desk/disenchantworkbench01.nif. furniture/desk/enchanting.nif.
furniture/enchanting.nif. loadscreenart/loadscreenenchantingworkbench.nif. texture/jiffymm/directory ras. run mods through Cathedral Assets Optimizer.Mod Notes: This mod provides new forms, designs, and definitions for Skyrim's vanilla assets while respecting the original design plan. RUGNAROK -
Special Edition.Files to download:. MAIN FILE - RUSTIC CLUTTER COLLECTION - Special Edition - 2KMod Notes: This mod is a hi-res and legend-friendly retexture of Skyrim dinnerware, pottery, silverware/goldware, and bottles of wine. The original palette was preserved for the most part. The pots,
plates, and cups are green and yellow of the Whiterun interior, and the larger flower pots and urns are the blue of Solitude and Blue Palace, where the items stand out. RUSTIC COOKING - Special edition. Install Article Settings: Remove the following file and/or folder(s). meshes
/furniture/workbenches/alchemyworkstation01.nif (Preserve Revamped Assets Skyrim version.). meshes/furniture/alchemyworkstation.nif (Preserve Revamped Assets Skyrim version.). meshes/furniture/alchemyworkbench.nif (Preserve Revamped Assets Skyrim version.) Mod Notes: This is a small mod
that makes embers found in various fire sources in the world more aesthetic games. Mod Merged: This mod is included in Landscape Environment and Merged Clutter. Read the full details about. Clay Deposit HD. InstallMod Notes: This patch tries to fix the Hall of the 'Vigilant display as both whole and
destroyed once Dawnguard starts' error still present in No Snow Under the roof ModMod merger: This mod is included in No Snow Under The Roof merged. Full details available to read on theLoot Metadata Update request: NSUTRbugfixes.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group
NSUTRgroundsnowmeshfixes.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group NSUTRimprovements.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group NSUTRStaticfix.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group Pilgrims Delight - High Hrothgar Shrine Retextures. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - Pilgrim's DelightMod Notes:
How sad it must be for poor pilgrims to the temples on the world's throats to spend all the time squinting at muddy, unreadable textures on those plaques. Well, praise is Talos by The Royal Heritage Society has just launched an innovation of plaque, now in freshly carved runes! Merger mod: This mod is
included in the landscape and Messily 100% edied. The full details of this are above. Mixed sugar. InstallMod Note: This is the actual water texture that revives and re-works from scratch. The new water surface texture is carefully manoly modeled in an attempt to mimic the fluid movement of water. Lakes,
ponds, rivers and seawater are now visually and soundly different from each other. Various water effects have also been modified. Mod Merged: This mod is included in Keep It Clean + Realistic Water Two Patches Merged. Search for full details about. Loot Metadata Update Required:
RealisticWaterTwo.esp - Add to Merge Patches Group RealisticWaterTwo.esp Load After Weather Systems Merged.esp Volcanic Tundra - Heat Wave Effect. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - Farmhouse HDSpecial Installation: Do not install file(s) and/or folders
after:.texturesarchitecturefarmhousearkaybanner01.dds. farm structurefarmfarmwindowinterior01.dds. structurefarmwindow01n.dds. architectural structurefarmhousestonewall01.dds. architectural structurefarmhousestonewall01n.dds.
texturesarchitecturefarmhousestonewall02.dds.texturesarchitecturefarmhousestonewall02n.ddsMod Notes: HD textures substitute for farms. Imperial Forts HD. InstallSpecial After Installation Instructions: Delete the following file and/or folder(s). Enhanced Landscapes.esp. Enhanced Landscapes - Dead
Marsh.esp. meshesmushroom. meshesroad. volcanic grid. mesheswaterplants.texturesplants. texturesvvardenfellMod Notes: Enhanced Landscapes is a project aimed at improving the landscape of Skyrim. Mod Merged: This mod is included in Trees and Flora Merged. Read the full details about. Bent
Pines II. The file to download:. MAIN FILE - Tree Only version v2.72a. UPDATE FILES - 2.72D Update For SFO and Trees-Only versionSpecial Installation: Install ONLY the following file(s) and/or folder(s):. mesheslandscapetreestreestreepineforest04.nif. mesheslandscapetreestreepineforest05.nif. T34
1080p dual audio.textureslandscapetrees. texturesterrainLODGenSkyrim.esmtreepineforest04. texturesterrainLODGenSkyrim.esmtreepineforest05.Mod Notes: This mod overhauls the Skyrim landscape with more beautiful plants. Actual Aspen Trees SE. Files to download:. FLEXIBLE FILES - Lexys
LOTD Static Hybrid Models and BillboardsSpecial Installation: After installing, copying and pasting the following folder as indicated: Navigate to Lexys LOTD Static Hybrid Models and BillboardstexturesTerrainLODGenCopy the Enhanced Landscapes Oaks Standalone.esp folder. Naviagte to enhance the
Oaks StandalonetexturesterrainlodgenPaste landscape enhanced Oaks Standalone.esp directory. Mod Notes: This mod offers custom Billboard for Trees and Flora Parts of the guide. Winter Aspen Billboards.InstallMod Notes: This mod changes the landscape by reducing grass cutting through objects
and restoring lost details. Merger mods: OPTIONAL FILES from this mod are included in the Landscape Fixes for angsted grass patches and a united Plants and Plants. The full landscape details. Loot Metadata Update Required: Landscape Fixes For Grass Mods.esp - Load After Trees and Flora
Merged.esp Landscape For Grass Mods - Arthmoor's Dragon Bridge PATCH.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group Landscape For Grass Mods - Arthmoor's Rorikstead PATCH.esp - More to Arthmoor's Villages Group Landscape For Grass Mods Arthmoor's Shor's Stone PATCH.esp - Add to
Arthmoor's Villages Group Landscape For Grass Mods - Arthmoor's Ivarstead PATCH.esp - Add to Arthmoor's Villages Group No grass in caves. InstallMod Notes: This mod makes for a bloody fighting experience for both players and npcs with higher resolution and detailed textures with additional
features such as head tightness, blood drops when low health, pool of blood, blue blood for spiders and oil for machines. Merged Mod: Patches from this mod are included in the Pre Bash Merge. Read the full details about. Mandatory ini edit manual:Skyrim.iniDisplayfDecalLifetime = 256,000 (Change
existing value)SkyrimPrefs.iniDisplayiMaxDecalsPerFrame = 350 (Change existing value)DecalsbDecalsOnSkinnedGeometry = 1 (Add this tweak) Improves true metal weapons impact effects SE File to download:. MAIN FILE - RUSTIC DAEDRA SSE - 2KSpecial settings: Don't install the following file
and/or folder(s):.textures/effects/vaportile01.dds (Realistic Water Two provides this). textures/effects/fxfirescrolltile02.dds (Ultimate HD Fire Effects provides this)Mod Notes: RUSTIC DAEDRA SSE is a high-resolution retexture of daedra Skyrim. This includes element daedra (flames, frosts, and storm
atronachs), as well as Daedra Dragonborn, lurker and seeker. Also included are the ancient atronach dawnguard frosts, and the Dragonborn ash guardian. RUSTIC DEATH HOUND and GARGOYLE - Special Edition. InstallSpecial After installation instructions: Delete the following files (s) and/or
folders(s):. Man of Winter.esp.Men of Winter - Patch.esp Compatibility. texturesactorscharacterfacegendatafacetintskyrim.esm0002bf9d - .dds. texturesactorscharacterfacegendatafacetintskyrim.esm0002bf9f - .dds. texturesactorscharacterbrynjolfenthir.
texturesactorscharacterfacegendatafacetintskyrim.esmAll.tga file. texturesactorscharacterfacegendatafacetintdragonborn.esm00017935.tgaFollowers Hirelings and Housecarls SSE. Filters.Add XBox One, Playstation 4, PC SSE, Classic, or VR in the title of your article so that the article can be filtered!
Use Mods. You may not post questions answered in FAQs. If you are brand new to modding work through this before asking where to start. A comprehensive list of many tutorials and resources covers a wide range of topics. A list community curators of 'essential mods.' . Tips for finding out what's
causing your problem! Maintained by. By. Discussions are based on different topics. Make Mods. And. Everything you need to know about Creation Kit!. Modding Skyrim: Modder's Edition Use this and CK Wiki together to start creating! Say Mods.Hop in and chat with other members of the community!
General rules. Be respectful. We have worked hard to foster a positive environment here and it takes a community effort. Do not harass or offend others. No piracy. If you send a link to or explain how to get pirated material, you will be banned. If you promote piracy or seek help in modding a pirated
game, you will be banned. This includes sharing/rehosting a mod without the explicit permission of the original author. This is not controversial. No, we don't care about your views on the finen of copyright law. When you sign up for Nexus, you agree with a ToS saying you won't do these things. We agree
and comply with that policy. End of discussion. Tag your NSFW content. There are many types of body mesh and armor is NSFW. Posting about and discussing the use is good. Pornography (galleries/screenshots related to sexual behavior) is not. This is a sub-focus around discussions of modding and
creating mods. Memes and gameplay stories don't contribute to this at all. No Screenshots (except for asking for help). Screenshots do not contribute to the discussion of modding or mod creation. Please put your screen archery to. Screenshot in the context of an accepted request for help. Follow post
rules. Do your research. Provide all necessary information. See for more information. Related to Subreddits.Related Websites. (NSFW). According to the HLE page ID does not edit vanilla enemies like AAE it adds new variations. No idea how much I'm achieving but as you said there is a c.Patch for both.
Animal tweaks + Sky make very powerful animals, especially ice/snow variations that can bring down their own small enemy camps if they come along. You will need to play with 2 followers so as not to die much in the wilderness. Also 1 if you are a power gamer and make your own equipment. Giant
mudcrabs will need followers to kill. I'm playing with Vilja + Inigo so it's perfect for me. Me.
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